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4-Week Fit & Strong Workout Plan
A plan packed with tips, motivation, and quick and effective workouts to get the
fit and strong body you’ve always wanted
What if you could…
Get a plan with workouts designed specifically to build a leaner, fitter body without
spending hours at the gym.
Build the confidence to stay committed to your plan.
Learn how to stay consistent with your plan no matter how busy or hectic your day
is.
Stay motivated to workout.
The 4-Week Fit & Strong Workout Plan will take you through a results-driven
program of workouts to build and shape lean muscles. Written by a fitness trainer,
blogger, and author with the needs of a busy modern woman in mind, it’s filled with
practical information and guidance to help you get fitter and stronger in just
minutes a day.
So what are you waiting for? It’s time to get Fit and Strong!
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION.
A SOLID FOUNDATION
This book is written for the busy, modern woman who is looking to feel fitter,
stronger, and more confident in her own skin. As a fitness trainer and avid fitness
enthusiast, I know the importance of living a healthy lifestyle. But being a mom and
business owner who juggles multiple demands and responsibilities on a daily basis,
I understand it can be a struggle to find the time to make it a priority.
I consider this book a kick-start for those looking to begin their fitness journey. I
want to give readers a solid foundation to make exercise and activity an integral
part of their lifestyle and to help them discover it is possible no matter how busy
their lives are. Once you learn that, the sky’s the limit.
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SECTION 1.
GETTING STARTED
So you want to shed a few pounds and you’re determined to make it work this time.
Read through the book and follow and plan, and you can make it happen! Let’s get
started by laying down some foundation work.

CHAPTER 1.
KNOW YOUR WHY

“Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the
visible.” – Tony Robbins
The first thing I want you to focus on is to Know Your Why. Your why is your goal
for going through this plan. It’s why you signed up and why you’re going to finish it
to the end.
Your why is going to be what motivates and drives you over the course of the next
four weeks. And it’s what you’ll remind yourself of on those days when you’re
feeling blah or lacking motivation. So it’s essential to establish this now.
You will likely have days when you’re tempted to say “I don’t want to do this right
now, I’ll just start up again next week.” Or even worse, there may be moments when
you want to quit altogether. At those times, you’ll want to return to your why and
remember why this is important to you so that you can stay on track with your
goals.
So let’s find your why. To help you do this, take a few minutes to fill out the
following My Why Worksheet on the next page.
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My Why Worksheet
1. Take a few minutes to ask yourself, "Why am I starting this fitness plan?"
A typical answer is something like, "I want to lose weight."
Or "I want to be healthier."
Write down your answer.
I want to

2. Now, let’s go a little deeper. Ask yourself, "Why do I want to lose weight?" or
"Why do I want to be healthier?"
Your answer will be the emotional reason for following through with your
workout program.
For example, "I want to lose weight because I'm tired of being overweight and
feeling winded going up the stairs or going for a walk."
Or "I want to be healthier because I want to be able to play and keep up with my
kids and set a good example for them."
Write down your answer.
I want to

because
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CHAPTER 2.
CREATE A DAILY ROUTINE

“You’ll never change your life until you change something you
do daily. The secret of your success is found in your daily
routine.” – John C. Maxwell
For the best results and for results that last longer than two or three months, you
want to make exercise a part of your daily routine. Exercise becomes more of a
long-term lifestyle improvement if you build it into your day, every day of the week.
To make it a part of your daily routine, you need to plan for it. Don’t leave it until the
last minute to figure out when you’re going to exercise. Doing so only makes room
for you to come up with excuses to get out of exercising. You’ll be more successful if
you choose a time when you can workout at the same time every day.

1. Plan the best time to exercise
You should consider when is your best time in general to exercise? For you, on most
days is it morning, mid-day, or evening?

1-1. Are you a morning exercise person?
Many people find great success when they exercise as soon as they wake up. If you
exercise before the rest of the house wakes up, it then becomes “your time” when no
one is around to disrupt you.
Even if you can’t do it right after rolling out of bed, if you can exercise before
starting your work day or before heading out to run errands, you’ll be able to take
advantage of the endorphins coursing through your body to move with more
energy. You’ll also benefit from the oxygen going to your brain from your workout,
which will help you think more clearly.
And if you get your exercise done in the morning, you’ll find it satisfying to get it
checked off your to-do list for the day.
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1-2. Are you a mid-day exercise person?
It’s great if you work from home or are a homemaker since you may have more
flexibility in setting your schedule. Even if you spend most of your day away from
home or work outside of the home, you can still make it work for you.
If you’re a mid-day exerciser, an ideal time to do it is before lunch. It will help keep
your appetite in check, and you won’t leave yourself open to the excuse, “I just ate,
and I’m feeling too sluggish or full to exercise.” Or “I took too long to eat, now I don’t
have time to exercise.”

1-3. Are you an evening exercise person?
Some studies have shown that exercise is most effective when done in the evening.
But in reality, for each of us, the best time to exercise is when you can most
consistently stick with it.
If you are an evening exercise person, try not to schedule your workout too close to
bedtime, or you risk not being able to fall asleep quickly. Which in turn can affect the
amount of sleep you get.
Another thing to consider if you plan on exercising in the evening is you don’t want
to end up missing it because something comes up. For example, you hit traffic on the
commute home, you get stuck at work, or your kids need a ride. If this happens to
you on a regular basis, consider working out earlier in the day.

2. Plan a week in advance
“He who fails to plan, plans to fail.” – Winston Churchill
Not every week will be the same, so planning in advance means you’re planning for
success.
You should plan ahead for those days when you can’t workout at your usual time, so
you minimize the risk of not exercising at all. At the end of each week, look ahead at
your calendar for the following week so you can make any necessary tweaks to your
exercise routine.
Are there appointments, meetings, activities, or other occurrences that take place
during your routine exercise time? If so, find another time that day when you can
exercise. If you can’t fit it in that day, look for another day that week when you can
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double up your workout or do two separate workouts in one day. Or you can add
half a workout to two days that week so that on those two days you exercise fifteen
minutes instead of ten.

3. Plan where you’ll workout
Having a dedicated place to workout is another way to help you succeed. Keep that
space clear of clutter or anything that may distract you or keep you from exercising.
Your goal is to exercise for ten minutes each day, so you don’t want to waste even a
few seconds cleaning up or clearing out your workout space. If you have a dedicated
area that you keep tidy and clear of obstacles, you’re more likely to start and
complete your workout.
If you don’t have a dedicated space, plan in advance where you’re going to exercise
each day, so that you’re not wasting time trying to figure out where you’ll workout.

4. Set a daily routine
The people who have the most success sticking with their workout plan, and who
tend to stay fit and healthy are the ones who make it a priority to be consistent with
their daily workouts and recover when needed. They do this by scheduling their
workouts. If you want to be one of these people, treat your workouts as you would
any other appointment and block it off on your calendar.
When you schedule your workouts into your day, you're less likely to put it off or
skip it altogether and it makes it easier to plan around it.
Let’s sketch out your daily routine. To help you, take a few minutes to fill out the My
Daily Routine Worksheet on the next page.
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My Daily Routine Worksheet
1. In general, when is the best time of day for you to exercise?
☐ Morning

☐ Mid-day

☐ Evening

2. Typically, for each day of the week, when is the best hour for you to exercise for
10 minutes?
For example: Sunday at 8:00 AM.
Sunday at
Monday at
Tuesday at
Wednesday at
Thursday at
Friday at
Saturday at
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CHAPTER 3.
BE PREPARED
A little prep work in advance will help ensure you get your workout done, and get it
done in the amount of time you allot for it.

1. Get everything set to go
You're more likely to stick with a fitness plan if you remove any barriers.
Have you ever found yourself saying, "I can't find my sneakers or my leggings or
something else, so I can't work out." Don’t let that be an excuse. Put your water,
towel, sneakers and workout clothes in the same place and have them ready to go so
when it's time to workout, you're not scrambling to find what you need. Don’t waste
the time you should be using to working out by letting this happen to you.

2. Get your music set up
Get pumped up with inspiring tunes. Working out to music you enjoy will help you
get through even the most grueling of workouts. Look for music that’s upbeat, gets
you pumped up, and motivates you to move.

You can get a workout playlist at bit.ly/2kQW2ek
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CHAPTER 4.
GET RID OF DISTRACTIONS
This is your workout time. It’s not the time to be multitasking or doing something
else at the same time. Make sure to remove all distractions.
That includes turning off your phone and computer notifications before your
workout time. Don’t let all those pings, dings, and alerts take your focus away from
your workout.
It’s only ten minutes. You can go ten minutes without checking emails or scrolling
through your Facebook or other social media feeds.
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CHAPTER 5.
TRACK YOUR WORKOUTS
When trying to follow a workout plan, keeping track of your workouts helps you see
your progress and ultimately helps you stick with your plan. When you see the
pounds dropping off and your performance improving, you’re more motivated to
keep going.
Tracking your workouts also encourages you to stay accountable to yourself with
your fitness plan. Monitoring and tracking your progress is a way of giving yourself
feedback and studies have shown that people who receive this kind of feedback
have more success reaching their fitness goals.
We have all seen and lived through the following scenario.
In week one, you’re feeling gung-ho and sticking with your workouts.
In week two, you have no record of your accomplishments and have no way of
knowing if you’re making progress. You don’t remember what your goal was so you
start losing motivation, and you’re now just going through the motions.
By week three, you’ve all but forgotten why you started in the first place, and you’re
tempted to give up.
Stop! This is why it’s essential to track your workouts. If you keep your goal and
your progress front and center on a daily basis, it’s much easier to keep going and
not lose momentum. You can feel the satisfaction of achieving your goals and then
set new ones.
Note: A Workout Log you can use to stay on track is included in this book.
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CHAPTER 6.
TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Here are some tips to help you succeed with your fitness plan.

1. 100% Effort
To get the most out of your workouts, put in all the effort you can. Don’t workout at
just 80% or 90% of what you’re capable of, but give it a full 100% or more of effort
every time your exercise.
Ideally, you want to give a full effort during the whole workout. If you feel the need
to take a break, first try taking a few seconds to move a little slower, but keep
moving. Then when you’ve caught your breath, pick the intensity right back up
again.
For example, if a workout calls for 30 seconds of high knees, do your best to get
those knees as high as you can and move your legs as fast as you can for the entire
30 seconds. If you need to take a break, either slow down the pace slightly or raise
your knees to a lower height. After a few seconds, bring those knees up high and
move them fast again.
Keep putting in a full effort throughout the four weeks of the program. It can be
challenging on some days, but when you start feeling like you’re losing that oomph,
break out your workout log and re-read your why.

2. Proper form
One of the leading causes of injury with any form of exercise or activity is improper
form. You can have two people exercising side by side with Person A exercising at
110%, but not doing each movement correctly, and Person B exercising at 100%,
but focusing on doing each movement with proper form. Who do you think is more
likely to get hurt? You guessed it, Person A.
To prevent injury, focus on doing each movement the right way with proper form.
Research each movement for proper form if you’re unfamiliar with it. There are
many resources on the Internet that have videos on how to perform a movement
properly.
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You can find a How-To Guide For Exercises And Movements at bit.ly/2l9FLkf.
Stop your workouts if you experience any pain.

3. Breathe
Have you ever found yourself yawning during a workout? Did you know it might not
be from exhaustion or lack of sleep? It could be a sign you’re not getting enough
oxygen during your workout because you’re holding your breath or not breathing
correctly. The next time this happens, pay attention to whether or not you’re
holding your breath.
Be mindful of your breathing while exercising. Many of us tend to hold our breath
when exerting ourselves, so remember to breathe while you workout.

4. Your diet
The meaning of the word diet that you should focus on is “the kinds of food that a
person habitually eats” and not the definition associated with restrictive dieting.
Your diet is what you eat on a regular basis. If you eat clean and watch your portion
sizes, you won’t need to turn to restrictive dieting.

While a diet strategy is out of the scope of this workout plan, visit
WWW.EMMAANDROSE.COM for helpful ideas on how to eat to get fit and healthy.
You can find quick and easy healthy recipes along with articles on the whole food
diet, eating power packed foods, and more.

5. Stretching
There are many benefits to stretching. Not to mention it just feels darn good.
One benefit of stretching is it will help your muscles recover faster from a tough
workout. Also, stretching helps to eliminate the lactic acid your body produces when
you workout. That lactic acid makes your muscles stiff, tired and sore.
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Stretching also leads to increased flexibility, which will enable you to exercise more
effectively and reduce injuries. The more you stretch, the better your flexibility.
The best time to stretch is right after your workout while your muscles are still
warm, so don’t put it off. If you do it then, you’re less likely to skip stretching that
day.

6. Active recovery
It’s important to give your body time to recover. That’s why active rest days are
included in this workout plan, so make sure not to skip them.
And the keyword is ACTIVE, which means doing something that raises your heart
rate for at least ten minutes on those rest days.

7. It’s not all or nothing
Sometimes things don’t work out. Life happens. Just because you had to cut your
workout short or you missed one day doesn’t mean you’ve failed!
Something is always better than nothing; so don’t beat yourself up when it happens.
Take the steps we talked about to plan ahead and remove obstacles, and you’re
more likely to hit success every time.

8. Have fun!
The best exercise is one you’ll enjoy doing on a regular basis. Sometimes we get
caught up in all the day-to-day things in life that we forget to have fun. So now that
you’re making exercise a daily lifestyle improvement, make sure you have fun while
doing it.
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CHAPTER 7.
STAYING MOTIVATED

1. Reward yourself
You should give yourself credit for the work you put into this plan. Sticking to a
fitness plan isn't easy. There's always so much to do and so many things that can get
in the way. When you can finish all your planned workouts in a week, you deserve a
reward.
Let’s set your weekly rewards. Take a few minutes to fill out the following My
Rewards Worksheet on the next page.
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My Rewards Worksheet
1. Write a small reward for completing week 1.
When I complete week 1, I will reward myself with:

2. Write a small reward for completing week 2.
When I complete week 2, I will reward myself with:

3. Write a small reward for completing week 3.
When I complete week 3, I will reward myself with:

4. Write a big reward for completing week 4 and the 4-week workout plan.
When I complete week 4, I will reward myself with:
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2. The 5 second rule
One of the best books I’ve read is “The 5 Second Rule: Transform your Life, Work,
and Confidence with Everyday Courage” by Mel Robbins. The key piece of advice
you should implement from the book is to say to yourself before you workout “5, 4,
3, 2, 1, Go!” and then go do it.
If you get home from work and feel too tired to exercise, say “5, 4, 3, 2, 1, Go!” and go
do it.
If you went to bed too late the night before and you wake up not feeling like
exercising, say to yourself “5, 4, 3, 2, 1, Go!” and go do it.

3. Just do it
“Inaction breeds doubt and fear. Action breeds confidence and
courage. If you want to conquer fear, do not sit home and
think about it. Go out and get busy.” – Dale Carnegie
You may have days when you don’t want to exercise because you start doubting
yourself or you start fearing you’re going to fail. On those days, make yourself just
do it. Over time, your confidence level will rise so that it’s no longer as much of a
challenge to stick with your workout plan.
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SECTION 2.
THE WORKOUT PLAN
Let’s go over how the workout plan is laid out, what you can expect, and how to log
your workouts.
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CHAPTER 1.
WHAT EACH WEEK ENTAILS
Variety is essential, so each week will be different. This is done so that your body
doesn’t get used to the workouts and your muscles are always challenged in
different ways. It also keeps you from getting bored.
Each week you’ll get:
ü Five ten-minute workouts (two upper body, two lower body, and one full
body workout)
ü Two ten-minute active rest day activities
ü Two two-minute core workouts
ü Double workout day challenge
ü Daily motivation
ü One lifestyle transformation
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CHAPTER 2.
THE SCHEDULE
Your weekly workout schedule looks like this:
•

Sunday – Active rest day

•

Monday – Upper body workout

•

Tuesday – Lower body workout

•

Wednesday – Active rest day

•

Thursday – Upper body workout

•

Friday – Lower body workout

•

Saturday – Full body workout

•

Two days each week – Add a core workout

•

One day each week – Double your workout

1. Upper, lower and full body workouts
These workouts take just ten minutes. Twice a week you’ll do an upper body
workout, twice a week you’ll do a lower body workout, and once a week you’ll do a
full body workout.
As mentioned earlier, variety will be built into each workout so your body is always
challenged and you don’t get bored of the workouts.

2. Active rest days
Working out breaks down body tissues. Active rest days are built into each week to
allow time for your muscles to rebuild and for your body to recover.
You know that achiness or soreness you feel in your muscles a day or two after a
hard workout? Staying active during your rest days keeps the blood flowing in your
muscles, which aids them in the rebuilding process.
When you don’t take a break, you risk over-training, which can lead to injuries. But
taking too long a break can cause you to lose the gains you’ve made. The active rest
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days in this plan are spaced out to give your muscles a break, but keep you moving
with lower intensity activities that keep you progressing towards your fitness goal.

3. Add a core workout
Pick two days each week when you’ll do a core workout. You can do them on any of
the workout or active rest days.
On the days you add a core workout, do the core exercises before the thirty-second
cool down.

4. Challenge yourself with a double workout day
Each week, pick one day to challenge yourself and double your workout. Go for
more days if you can!
On your double workout days, you’ll combine the thirty-second warm-up at the
beginning of your workout and perform the warm-up for a total of one minute.
You’ll also combine the thirty-second cool down at the end of your workout and
perform the cool down for a total of one minute.
Who knows, you might like it so much you decide to double your workouts more
days of the week!
But don't stress if you're not able to do it. You only signed up to include ten minutes
of exercise each day, so even getting those ten minutes calls for a thumbs up.

5. Daily motivation
Each day will start with a quote or saying, some inspiration or words of wisdom, to
motivate you for your workout. Use these words of encouragement to set a positive
tone for your day.

6. Weekly lifestyle transformations
Getting in shape is more than just working out. It also involves making little tweaks
in your life to set you up for success and to help you become the best you possible.
Each week, you’ll have a lifestyle transformation to work on that will help you get
closer to your fitness goals. If you continue to implement them beyond the four
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weeks of this plan, you’ll see the long-term benefits of making these changes a
lifetime transformation.

7. Oops day
There will be days when you miss a workout. It’s inevitable, and it’s just how life
works. For those “oops days”, you need a Plan B to keep you on track with your
fitness goals.
Here’s one I suggest. If you miss a workout, do it the next day, whether it’s an active
rest day or a workout day. Alternatively, if you miss a workout, you can double the
workout the following day.
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SECTION 3.
THE WORKOUT LOG
Let’s go over how to use your Workout Log.
Each week, to get ready for the days ahead, set up your workout log by doing the
following.
1. Print your workout log for the week.
2. Fill in your Goal (My Why Is) statement (refer to your My Why Worksheet
you filled our earlier in this book).
This is where you revisit your why and write it down as a reminder and to
reinforce your reason for doing this.
3. Fill in your My Workout Routine section (refer to your My Daily Routine
Worksheet you filled out earlier in this book).
a. In the Time row, enter the time each day when you plan to workout.
This is where you check that your daily routine still works. If you find
any conflicts, adjust your workout schedule so you don’t skip a
workout.
b. The Type row, tells you what part of the body that day’s workout is
focused on.
c. In the 2x row, check the box on the day of the week when you will
challenge yourself to double your workout.
d. In the Core row, check the boxes under the two days when you’ll add a
core workout.
e. In the Done row, after each workout, check off the box for that day.
4. In the Lifestyle Transformation section, check off the box if you followed
through with the transformation for that week.
5. Fill in your How I Felt At The End Of The Week section.
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Write down how you felt both physically and mentally. Were you sore? Were
you happy you did the workouts?
6. Fill in your What Worked? What Didn’t Work? section.
Write down what worked and what didn’t so you can determine if you need
make any changes.
For example, maybe you forgot to clear out your workout space, and you
didn’t get a full workout. Now you know the importance of prepping in
advance, so it doesn’t get in the way of getting a great workout in the future.
7. Fill in your My Reward If I Complete The Week section (refer to your My
Rewards Worksheet you filled out earlier in this book).
8. Post your workout log somewhere you'll see it first thing in the morning (like
the bathroom mirror or fridge door) or in a place where you'll see it
throughout the day.
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WEEK 1
GOAL (MY WHY IS):

MY WORKOUT ROUTINE:
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TYPE

Rest

Upper

Lower

Rest

Upper

Lower

Full

2x

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

CORE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

DONE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

TIME

LIFESTYLE TRANSFORMATION: ☐ Eat Your Veggies
HOW I FELT AT THE END OF THE WEEK:

WHAT WORKED? WHAT DIDN’T WORK?

MY REWARD IF I COMPLETE THE WEEK:
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WEEK 2
GOAL (MY WHY IS):

MY WORKOUT ROUTINE:
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TYPE

Rest

Upper

Lower

Rest

Upper

Lower

Full

2x

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

CORE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

DONE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

TIME

LIFESTYLE TRANSFORMATION: ☐ Hydrate, Hydrate, Hydrate!
HOW I FELT AT THE END OF THE WEEK:

WHAT WORKED? WHAT DIDN’T WORK?

MY REWARD IF I COMPLETE THE WEEK:
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WEEK 3
GOAL (MY WHY IS):

MY WORKOUT ROUTINE:
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TYPE

Rest

Upper

Lower

Rest

Upper

Lower

Full

2x

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

CORE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

DONE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

TIME

LIFESTYLE TRANSFORMATION: ☐ Sleep Like A Baby
HOW I FELT AT THE END OF THE WEEK:

WHAT WORKED? WHAT DIDN’T WORK?

MY REWARD IF I COMPLETE THE WEEK:
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WEEK 4
GOAL (MY WHY IS):

MY WORKOUT ROUTINE:
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TYPE

Rest

Upper

Lower

Rest

Upper

Lower

Full

2x

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

CORE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

DONE

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

TIME

LIFESTYLE TRANSFORMATION: ☐ Stress Less
HOW I FELT AT THE END OF THE WEEK:

WHAT WORKED? WHAT DIDN’T WORK?

MY REWARD IF I COMPLETE THE WEEK:
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EMMA AND ROSE
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SECTION 4.
YOUR WORKOUTS
WEEK 1

Lifestyle Transformation: Eat your veggies
This week your lifestyle transformation is focused on eating more vegetables. Pick
one meal each day to eat salad or vegetables.
Starting meals with a salad will help ensure you get the recommended five servings
of fruits and vegetables per day. Also, you’ll get the fiber you need to help you feel
satiated longer and avoid constipation.
Vegetables of all kinds are good for you, and there are really no “bad” veggies. Not
even potatoes. But pay attention to what you put on them because you don’t want to
put on fat with bad toppings.
Aim to fill half your plate with vegetables and skip added fat, salt, or sugar. You’ll
feel full faster and reap the benefits of all the nutrients.
You can find recipes with vegetables on WWW.EMMAANDROSE.COM.
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Week 1: Sunday – Active Rest Day
“Know this: You can start over, each morning.”
Go for a brisk walk.
You should be able to hold a conversation as you walk, but you should be moving at a pace
where you’re breathing a little heavier than you would with a normal gait.
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Week 1: Monday – Upper Body Workout
“You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new
dream.” – C.S. Lewis
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Run in place
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Swimmers
Lying face down with arms & legs extending, lift arms off the ground. While
flutter kicking the legs, swim arms out & down to your sides, then return arms to
overhead. Repeat.

B – Push-ups
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Supermans
Lying face down with arms & legs extending, simultaneously raise arms and legs.
Repeat.

B – Tricep dips
On a chair, bench, step, etc.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – High-low planks
Starting in high plank, lower left arm then right arm to low plank. Raise left arm
then right arm back to high plank. Repeat.

B – Low plank jacks
In a low plank, jump legs out & back.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Small arm circles with butt kicks
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Week 1: Tuesday – Lower Body Workout
“Success is following the pattern of life one enjoys most.” – Al
Capp
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Jumping jacks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Low step outs
Holding a squat, step left leg out & back, then step right leg out & back. Repeat.

B – Low jump in & out
Staying low, jump in & out. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Front kicks
Alternating legs, kick leg forward

B – Jumping lunges
Alternating legs, jump into a lunge

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Back kicks
Alternating legs, kick leg backward

B – Side hops
Staying low, hop left then hop right. Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Small arm circles with butt kicks
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Week 1: Wednesday – Active Rest Day
“It always seems impossible until it’s done.” – Nelson Mendela
Go for a hike.
You should be able to hold a conversation as you hike, but you should be moving at a pace
where you’re breathing a little heavier than you would if you were going for a walk at a
normal gait.
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Week 1: Thursday – Upper Body Workout
“Difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Bicep curls
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand.

B – T push-ups
Starting in a high plank, perform push up, then rotate body to a left side plank
extending left arm to ceiling. Return to center plank then repeat on right side.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Hammer curls
With palms facing in, perform curls. Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each
hand.

B – Inchworm with shoulder tap
From standing, bend at the waist & place hands on floor. Walk hands out to a
high plank then tap each hand to the opposite shoulder keeping the hips still.
Walk hands back in & return to standing. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Small arm circles forward
B – Small arm circles backward
Cool down for 30 seconds – March in place
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Week 1: Friday – Lower Body Workout
“Believe it can be done. When you believe something can be
done, really believe, your mind will find the ways to do it.
Believing a solution paves the way to solution.” – David J.
Schwartz
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Pulse squats
Holding a squat position, pulse straight up & down. Repeat.

B – Seal jacks
Stand with feet together & arms pointing forward in front of chest, palms
touching. Jump legs out to the side & open arms out to the side. Jump back to
start. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Left single leg cross squats
Crossing right ankle behind the left ankle, push hips back & squat. Repeat.
Challenge: keep right foot off ground.

B – Jump squats
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Right single leg cross squats
Crossing left ankle behind the right ankle, push hips back & squat. Repeat.
Challenge: keep right foot off ground.

B – X hops
Hop diagonally forward to the left, hop straight back, hop diagonally forward to
the right, hop straight back. Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Alternating side lunges
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Week 1: Saturday – Full Body Workout
“Don’t think about what can happen in a month. Don’t think
about what can happen in a year. Focus on the 24 hours in
front of you and do what you can to get you closer to where
you want to be.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Jumping jacks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Skaters
B – Squat 2x, Lunge 2x
Squat twice then lunge forward on left leg, then lunge forward on right leg.
Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – High knees
B – Push-up + Knee drive
Push-up then holding a plank drive left knee to chest, then right knee. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Jump arounds
Jump forward then back, then jump left then right. Repeat.

B – Squatting cross punches
Cross punch while holding a squat

Cool down for 30 seconds – Alternating side lunges
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Week 1: Core Workout 1
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – C-hold with arm flutters
Start from sitting, lean back as you lift legs off the ground & extend arms in front
of you. Hold position while fluttering arms up & down 2-3 inches.

B – Jack knife sit-ups
Lying on back with arms & legs extended, bending at the hips reach left arm &
right leg up to ceiling & touch hand to foot. Return to lying & repeat on opposite
side.

Week 1: Core Workout 2
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Lying leg circles
Lying on back, left legs 2-3 inches of ground. Rotate legs in small circles left 5x,
then right 5x. Repeat.

B – V-ups
Lying on back with arms & legs extended, bending at the hips reach both arms &
legs up to ceiling & touch hands to feet. Return to lying & repeat.
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WEEK 2

Lifestyle Transformation: Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate!
This week we focus on staying hydrated. Drink at least half your body weight in
ounces of water. Drink more if you sweat, ingest caffeine, or if the weather is dry or
hot.
For example, a 150-pound person would drink 75 ounces of water a day.
To help eliminate fat and to properly digest nutrients, you must stay hydrated. And
water will help you feel full and stave off pangs of hunger.
I recommend starting off with 8 ounces of water first thing in the morning, followed
by another 8 ounces 30 minutes later. Then throughout the day continue to sip
water. Keep a bottle of water with you at all times.
By lunchtime, you should have had half of your recommended water intake. Come
dinnertime, you should have already consumed the majority of your water.
Try to avoid drinking too much water immediately before bed, or you may set
yourself up for several sleep-disrupting nighttime bathroom visits.
Although it may seem like a lot at first, your body will become accustomed to it.
And if you find plain water boring, try infusing your water with lemon, cucumber,
and ginger or other fresh fruit for flavoring, but avoid sugar.
Here’s a tidbit of information. Did you know that by the time you feel thirsty, you’re
already dehydrated? Don’t wait until this happens to take a sip.
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Week 2: Sunday – Active Rest Day
“Good things take time.”
Go for a brisk walk.
You should be able to hold a conversation as you walk, but you should be moving at a pace
where you’re breathing a little heavier than you would with a normal gait.
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Week 2: Monday – Upper Body Workout
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act,
but a habit.” – Aristotle
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Run in place
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Swimmers
Lying face down with arms & legs extending, lift arms off ground. While flutter
kicking the legs, swim arms out & down to your sides, then return arms to
overhead. Repeat.

B – Push ups
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Supermans
Lying face down with arms & legs extending, simultaneously raise arms and legs.
Repeat.

B – Tricep dips
On a chair, bench, step, etc.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – High-low planks
Starting in high plank, lower left arm then right arm to low plank. Raise left arm
then right arm back to high plank. Repeat.

B – Low plank jacks
In a low plank, jump legs out & back.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Small arm circles with butt kicks
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Week 2: Tuesday – Lower Body Workout
“If you want something you’ve never had, then you’ve got to
do something you’ve never done.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Jumping jacks
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Low step outs
Holding a squat, step left leg out & back, then step right leg out & back. Repeat.

B – Low jump in & out
Staying low, jump in & out. Repeat.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Front kicks
Alternating legs, kick leg forward.

B – Jumping lunges
Alternating legs, jump into a lunge.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Back kicks
Alternating legs, kick leg backward.

B – Side hops
Staying low, hop left then hop right. Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Small arm circles with butt kicks
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Week 2: Wednesday – Active Rest Day
“Fitness is not a one-time thing.”
Do yoga or a stretching routine.
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Week 2: Thursday – Upper Body Workout
“Every accomplishment begins with the decision to try.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating side kicks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Superman flutters
Perform supermans without letting arms or legs touch the ground.

B – Decline push-ups
Starting in a downward dog, perform push-ups.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – 3 front raises + 3 bicep curls
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Start from standing, hands
touching thighs at front of body, raise arms to shoulder height & back down.
Repeat.

B – Punches
Staying in a low crouch, alternate left & right punches.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – 3 side raises + 3 hammer curls
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Start from standing, hands
touching thighs at sides of body, raise arms to shoulder height & back down.
Repeat.

B – Cross punches
Staying in a low crouch, punch left across body to the right, then punch right
across body to the left. Repeat fast.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Alternating side lunges
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Week 2: Friday – Lower Body Workout
“It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not
stop.” – Confucius
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating leg front kicks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Squat walks 3x
Staying in a low squat, walk forward 3x then backward 3 times. Repeat.

B – Shuffle + shuffle + tap
Staying low, shuffle left 2x, tap the ground, then shuffle right 2x, tap the ground.
Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Left pulse lunges
In a lunge stance with left leg forward & right leg back, pulse body straight up &
down. Repeat.

B – Broad jump forward + run back
Staying low, take big jump forward, then run backward to starting position.
Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Right pulse lunges
In a lunge stance with right leg forward & left leg back, pulse body straight up &
down. Repeat.

B – Frog tucks
Starting in a high plank, jump the feet to the outside of the hands, then jump
back into a plank.

Cool down for 30 seconds – March in place
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Week 2: Saturday – Full Body Workout
“Don’t use the weekend as an excuse to give up on your goals.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – High knees
B – Plank jacks 2x + push-up
Do 2 plank jacks then 1 push-up. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Jump arounds
Jump forward then back, then jump left then right. Repeat.

B – Side plank hip dips
15 sec in left side plank dip hip to ground, 15 sec same on right side.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Mountain climbers
B – Crunch 2x, bicycle crunch
Do 2 ab crunches, then 2 bicycle crunches.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Small arm circles with butt kicks
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Week 2: Core Workout 1
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – C-hold with arm flutters
Starting in seated position, lean back as you lift legs off the ground & extend
arms in front of you. Hold position while fluttering arms up & down 2-3 inches.

B – Jack knife sit-ups
Lying on back with arms & legs extended, bending at the hips reach left arm &
right leg up to ceiling & touch hand to foot. Return to lying & repeat on opposite
side.

Week 2: Core Workout 2
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Left side planks
B – Right side planks
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WEEK 3

Lifestyle Transformation: Sleep like a baby
This week we focus on getting the right amount of sleep to stay fit and healthy.
Lack of sleep can lead to all sorts of negative results. It can make you feel sick and
imbalanced and it can leave your body feeling inflamed. Not enough sleep can also
make you feel hungrier than normal the following day. And long periods of sleep
deprivation can lead to an increased risk of obesity and ailments such as heart
disease, diabetes and stroke.
Good sleep and the right amount of sleep is essential if you want to burn more body
fat and achieve overall weight loss. Also, while we sleep our body repairs itself, so
sleep can help you recover from your workouts quicker. If you get enough sleep, you
wake up alert and energized.
Most of us need between seven to nine hours a night. Find out how much you need
by first going to bed earlier each night. Then when you get to the point where you’re
able to wake up without an alarm to start your day, you’ve found your ideal sleep
duration.
Once you’ve found this, set a sleep schedule of the same bedtime and wake up time.
You’re less likely to disrupt your sleep cycles if you stick with this schedule all week.
This includes weekends when you should go to bed and rise each morning the same
time you would during the week. I know it’s challenging, but if you want to burn
more body fat, you need your sleep.
If you have trouble falling asleep initially, that’s okay. Stay in bed and just rest until
you do fall asleep.
Here are things you can do to help you sleep.

Follow a relaxing bedtime routine
Performing a set of relaxing activities before bedtime helps your mind and body
separate sleep time from active time. An example of a relaxing routine would be to
lower the lighting where you sleep, wash up, get into comfortable pj’s, get under the
covers and read. You can also try meditation or relaxation and stretching exercises.
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Turn off electronics
Some electronics emit blue light, which can suppress the production of melatonin.
Light from fluorescent bulbs and LED lights can produce the same effect. Turn down
the lights and turn off your electronics (your phone, the television, an e-reader) at
least thirty minutes before going to bed.

Consider sleep tools
Here are some tools you can use to stay asleep.
White noise from a sound machine or even a simple fan can block out noises that
can disturb your sleep. If you can find a machine that has a pink noise setting, give it
a try. It’s a mix of high and low frequency that sounds more balanced and natural
than white noise. Mostly it’s a matter of preference so find the sound that works
best for you.
Eye masks or room darkening shades help block out the light that keep you from
falling asleep. In the early morning hours, when natural sunlight starts creeping in,
they also prevent the light from suppressing your melatonin production. Melatonin
is the hormone our body naturally produces to regulate our sleep cycle.

Exercise daily
Any exercise, whether it’s light or vigorous in intensity, will help you sleep better at
night. Avoid exercising too close to bedtime so that you have enough time to get into
a more relaxed state before sleep.

Avoid naps
If you’re getting enough sleep at nighttime, you’re less likely to feel the need to take
a nap during the day. If you do have to nap, take a quick 15-minute power nap, but
avoid napping longer or in the afternoon, as it can affect your ability to fall asleep.

1. The turning point
By week three, you may reach a turning point. Halfway through a fitness program,
most people begin to lose the motivation that got them to join in the first place and
workouts become harder to keep up with.
But there’s great news: this is one of your LAST hurdles. This is the body’s last-ditch
effort to hold on to the unhealthy lifestyle it was so accustomed to.
If you get through this, your body will start to give in and make healthiness a habit.
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That’s why persistence is important! Persistence is getting out of bed and being
productive. Persistence is following through on your commitments.
So keep persisting. You’re almost there. I know you can do it!
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Week 3: Sunday – Active Rest Day
“If you want your life to be more rewarding, you have to
change the way you think.” – Oprah Winfrey
Go for a hike.
You should be able to hold a conversation as you hike, but you should be moving at a pace
where you’re breathing a little heavier than you would if you were going for a walk at a
normal gait.
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Week 3: Monday – Upper Body Workout
“Don’t stop trying just because you’ve hit a wall. Progress is
progress no matter how small.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Bicep curls
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand.

B – T push-ups
Starting in a high plank, perform push up, then rotate body to a left side plank
extending left arm to ceiling. Return to center plank then repeat on right side.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Hammer curls
With palms facing in, perform curls. Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each
hand.

B – Inchworm with shoulder tap
From standing, bend at the waist & place hands on floor. Walk hands out to a
high plank then tap each hand to the opposite shoulder keeping the hips still.
Walk hands back in & return to standing. Repeat.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Small arm circles forward
B – Small arm circles backward
Cool down for 30 seconds – March in place
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Week 3: Tuesday – Lower Body Workout
“Just because you’re struggling does not mean you’re failing.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Pulse squats
Holding a squat position, pulse straight up & down. Repeat.

B – Seal jacks
Stand with feet together & arms pointing forward in front of chest. Jump legs out
to the side & open arms out to the side. Jump back to start. Repeat.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Left single leg cross squats
Crossing right ankle behind the left ankle, push hips back & squat. Repeat.
Challenge: keep right foot off ground.

B – Jump squats
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Right single leg cross squats
Crossing left ankle behind the right ankle, push hips back & squat. Repeat.
Challenge: keep right foot off ground.

B – X hops
Hop diagonally forward to the left, hop straight back, hop diagonally forward to
the right, hop straight back. Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Alternating side lunges
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Week 3: Wednesday – Active Rest Day
“Don’t become so focused on where you are that you forget
where you’re going.”
Go for a light jog.
It should be slightly challenging, but not impossible to hold a conversation as you jog.
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Week 3: Thursday – Upper Body Workout
“Every single rep brings you closer to your goal.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Uppercuts
Staying in a low crouch, perform uppercut punches.

B – Triangle push-ups
Starting in a high plank with hands forming a triangle, perform push-ups.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Tricep extensions
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Standing with hands overhead,
bending at elbows & holding upper arms in place, lower hands behind you, then
back. Repeat.

B – Bear crawl forward 3x + backward 3x
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Press jacks
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Perform jumping jacks with arms
pressing up to ceiling instead of out to sides.

B – 3-point plank taps
Starting in a high plank, tap left shoulder & return, tap right shoulder & return,
bending at hips tap left knee & return, tap right knee & return, bending at hips
tap left ankle & return, tap right ankle & return. Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Squat, stand & twist upper body left; squat, stand &
twist upper body right. Repeat.
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Week 3: Friday – Lower Body Workout
“The best six doctors: sunshine, water, rest, air, exercise, and
diet.” – Wayne Fields
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Skaters
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Alternating lunges
Alternating legs, lunge forward & back.

B – Plank jacks
Holding a plank position, jump legs open then close.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Low left leg lift
Starting in a squat, straighten left leg to the side, then lift & lower left leg. Repeat
lift.

B – Low fast feet (regular stance)
With feet directly under hips, crouch low & quickly run in place.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Low right leg lift
Starting in a squat, straighten right leg to the side, then lift & lower right leg.
Repeat lift.

B – Low fast feet (wide stance)
In a wide stance, crouch low & quickly run in place.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Squat, stand & twist upper body left; squat, stand &
twist upper body right. Repeat.
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Week 3: Saturday – Full Body Workout
“End the week stronger than you started.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating side kicks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Jump arounds
Jump forward then back, then jump left then right. Repeat.

B – High-low planks
Go from high plank to low plank then back. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Mountain climbers
B – Crunch 2x, bicycle crunch
Do 2 ab crunches, then 2 bicycle crunches.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Front kicks
B – Squat 2x, Lunge 2x
Squat twice then lunge forward on left leg, then lunge forward on right leg.
Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – March in place
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Week 3: Core Workout 1
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Lying leg circles
Lying on back, left legs 2-3 inches of ground. Rotate legs in small circles left 5x,
then right 5x. Repeat.

B – V-ups
Lying on back with arms & legs extended, bending at the hips reach both arms &
legs up to ceiling & touch hands to feet. Return to lying & repeat.

Week 3: Core Workout 2
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – 3 point raised leg crunches
Lying on back, point legs up to ceiling. Crunch center, crunch left, crunch center,
crunch right. Repeat.

B – Leg flutters
Lying on back, raise legs 2-3 inches off ground & flutter them up & down.
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WEEK 4

Lifestyle Transformation: Stress less
This week we focus on minimizing stress in your life and learning to deal with
everyday stresses in a healthy way.
Stress can lead to high levels of cortisol, which in turn can cause a build-up of body
fat, especially around the belly. And people with a lot of excess belly fat are more
likely to have cardiovascular issues or diabetes.
To prevent this, carve out time each day to deal with everyday stresses. Try going
for a walk or doing relaxing yoga. Deep breathing techniques, meditation, reading or
listening to audiobooks, and listening to soothing music are all great stress-reducing
activities.
Try setting an alarm to take a break every twenty-five minutes or so to take a few
deep breaths and release tension. A great app you can download on iOS devices is
Breathe | Calming Reminders for Mindfulness.
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Week 4: Sunday – Active Rest Day
“Small daily improvements are the key to staggering longterm results.”
Do yoga or a stretching routine.
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Week 4: Monday – Upper Body Workout
“Life is like climbing a mountain, it’s not about how high the
mountain is, it’s the effort you put into climbing it.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating side kicks
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Superman flutters
Perform supermans without letting arms or legs touch the ground.

B – Decline push-ups
Starting in a downward dog, perform push ups.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – 3 front raises + 3 bicep curls
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Start from standing, hands
touching thighs at front of body, raise arms to shoulder height & back down.
Repeat.

B – Punches
Staying in a low crouch, alternate left & right punches.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – 3 side raises + 3 hammer curls
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Start from standing, hands
touching thighs at sides of body, raise arms to shoulder height & back down.
Repeat.

B – Cross punches
Staying in a low crouch, punch left across body to the right, then punch right
across body to the left. Repeat fast.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Alternating side lunges
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Week 4: Tuesday – Lower Body Workout
“If you are persistent, you will get it. If you are consistent, you
will keep it.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating leg front kicks
Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Squat walks 3x
Staying in a low squat, walk forward 3x then walk 3 times. Repeat.

B – Shuffle + shuffle + tap
Staying low, shuffle left 2x, tap the ground, then shuffle right 2x, tap the ground.
Repeat.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Left pulse lunges
In a lunge stance with left leg forward & right leg back, pulse body straight up &
down. Repeat.

B – Broad jump forward + run back
Staying low, take big jump forward, then run backwards to original position.
Repeat.

Perform 6 times, A for 20 seconds, B for 10 seconds:
A – Right pulse lunges
In a lunge stance with right leg forward & left leg back, pulse body straight up &
down. Repeat.

B – Frog tucks
Starting in a high plank, jump the feet to the outside of the hands, then jump
back into a plank.

Cool down for 30 seconds – March in place
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Week 4: Wednesday – Active Rest Day
“Success doesn’t come overnight. Keep your eyes on the prize
and don’t look back.”
Go cycling or swimming.
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Week 4: Thursday – Upper Body Workout
“Will it be easy? Nope. Worth it? Absolutely.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating side kicks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Left one-arm side push-ups
Lying on left side with right hand on floor & left arm hugging waist, straighten
right arm to lift torso up then bend right arm to lower torso back.

B – Spiderman push-ups
Starting in high plank, as you perform push-up bring left knee towards left
elbow, return to plank. Repeat on right side.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Right one-arm side push-ups
Lying on right side with left hand on floor & right arm hugging waist, straighten
left arm to lift torso up then bend left arm to lower torso back.

B – Crab walk forward 3x + crab walk backward 3x
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Bent over rows
Hold a water bottle or heavy can in each hand. Bending forward slightly at the
hips with arms out in front of you, bend elbows & pull hands towards your sides.
Return & repeat.

B – Sideways walking plank
Starting in high plank, walk hands & feet left 3x, walk hands & feet right 3x.
Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Squat, stand & twist upper body left; squat, stand &
twist upper body right. Repeat.
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Week 4: Friday – Lower Body Workout
“Always do your best. What you plant now, you will harvest
later.” – Og Mandino
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Alternating leg front kicks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Touch downs
From standing, jump into a deep squat & touch ground with left hand, then jump
back to standing. Repeat with the other hand.

B – Sideways table top walk
Starting down on hands & knees, hands directly under hips, lift knees off ground
2 inches. Keeping knees off the ground, crawl left 3x, then right 3x. Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Bridge step outs
Holding a bridge position, step left leg forward 2-3 inches, right leg forward 2-3
inches, bring left leg back, right leg back. Repeat.

B – Mountain climbers
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Bridge side steps
Holding a bridge position, step left leg to the left 2-3 inches, right leg to the right
2-3 inches, bring left leg back, right leg back. Repeat.

B – Cross mountain climbers
Mountain climbers with knees going towards opposite elbows.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Squat, stand & twist upper body left; squat, stand &
twist upper body right. Repeat.
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Week 4: Saturday – Full Body Workout
“You are capable of amazing things.”
Warm-up for 30 seconds – Jumping jacks
Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Mountain climbers
B – Hip rocks
Holding a low plank, alternate dipping left hip, then right hip to the ground.
Repeat.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Front kicks
B – Side plank hip dips
15 sec in left side plank dip hip to ground, 15 sec same on right side.

Perform 3 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – High knees
B – Push-up + Knee drive
Push-up then while holding a plank, drive left knee to chest, then right knee.
Repeat.

Cool down for 30 seconds – Alternating side lunges
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Week 4: Core Workout 1
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Left side planks
B – Right side planks

Week 4: Core Workout 2
Perform 2 times, for 30 seconds each:
A – Russian twists
Hold a water bottle in hands. Starting in seated position, lean back as you lift
legs, knees bent, off the ground, arms extended in front of you. Twist torso to left
side, return, twist torso to right side, return. Repeat.

B – Butterfly sit-ups
Starting lying on back, knees bent, arms extended overhead, lower knees to the
side & touch bottoms of feet together. Perform sit-ups.
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SECTION 5.
NEXT STEPS
At the end of the four weeks, where do you go? Let’s talk about what you should do
to keep progressing towards our goals.

CHAPTER 1.
TAKE AN ASSESSMENT
The workout log has two sections to help you assess how you’re feeling each week
and to consider what did and didn’t work. Use these sections to determine any
changes you need to make to ensure you continue with your workout plan and
ultimately achieve your goal.
Our lives are continually changing, so it’s important you recognize the things that
can affect your workouts and ultimately your fitness and health. By taking the time
at the end of each week to take an assessment, you can take a proactive approach to
your fitness plan.
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CHAPTER 2.
KEEP GOING
I know it may be easier said than done, but my biggest advice to you is to keep going
and don’t quit. It takes weeks to gain weight, and it will take weeks to lose it. If
you’re looking for a quick fix, this is not the plan for you. Quick fixes can be a good
start, but they’re not going to give you lasting results.
Luckily, this workout plan allows you to “Rinse and Repeat.” At the end of the four
weeks, you can start back up with week one. As you progress through the weeks,
you’ll get stronger and leaner. Consider doubling up your workouts on more days or
even tripling your workouts.
Good luck with your fitness goals and don’t forget to have fun!
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SECTION 6.
THANK YOU AND FREE RESOURCE
Thank you so much for reading the 4-Week Fit & Strong Workout Plan! I hope you
enjoyed it.
I really appreciate your feedback, and would love to hear what you have to say.
Could you leave me a review at bit.ly/2tBItX8 letting me know what you thought of
the book?
If you want to get in touch, come find me at: www.emmaandrose.com
Lynn Neville
Founder, Emma & Rose
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FREE RESOURCE
To help you implement the many tips we covered, and as a special thank you for
buying this book, I’ve provided the following resource for your use free of charge.
You can download a Healthy Me Planner at bit.ly/2GdxnKs
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STAY UPDATED
Sign up for the Emma and Rose newsletter to get more tips and information on
living a fit and healthy lifestyle and get updates when new workouts, recipes, and
resources become available.
Sign up for the Emma and Rose newsletter at bit.ly/2FvCtEA
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JOIN THE COMMUNITY
Are you tired of dealing with your fitness and weight loss goals alone? You shouldn’t
have to! We were built for community!
Join my FREE Facebook group for people like you who want to look and feel their
best ever.
Inside the group you’ll get support, advice and a safe place to talk with others about
shared goals! I can’t wait to get to know you better in the group!
Join the Fit & Healthy Community at bit.ly/2LbEo4l
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lynn Neville is a proud mother of two wonderful children and wife to a loving
husband. She and her husband enjoy exercise (boot camp, CrossFit, weightlifting,
and more) and they try to keep their kids active through sports, exercise, and family
outings that involve moving around (like hiking!).
She discovered exercise when her children were very young and attended her first
boot camp class. Like many new moms, when her kids were little she made them the
priority and put herself and her well being to the wayside. This left her dissatisfied
with her current physical condition. But after joining that first class, she felt more
confident, made new friends, and enjoyed spending time with her family even more
because she had the energy to do so.
Through her blog, Emma and Rose, and through this book, Lynn hopes to help you
feel better, both physically and mentally, about yourself and your body. So stick
around and let her guide you there.
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DISCLAIMER
Before starting this or any diet, exercise or fitness program, please consult your
physician or other qualified health or medical professional to determine if it is right
for your needs. This information is not intended as a substitute for the medical
advice and supervision of your physician. Any application of this or any other
exercise routine outlined in this program is at the viewer’s discretion and sole risk.
Read full Disclaimer at Disclaimer.
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